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You Couldn t Have Come At A Better Time by Luka Bloom
from the album "Riverside" decoded by Brett Johnson (bjohnson@colorado.edu)
						(tell me if you enjoy it!)
G  D  C  D (2X)

[tab]      G                    D      C                     D
Where is this place we ve come to, I don t know what to say[/tab]
We long to see each other and are frightened of that day

You met me in a barren place, you walked me to the hill.
We were so good for each other then, I know we could be still.

Chorus:
[tab]       G                    D           C	 D
You couldn t have come at a better time           (3X)[/tab]
[tab]	     C       D
Not if you tried, oh no (2X)[/tab]

[tab]           G               D           C         	    D
       We had 500 questions,          between you and me.[/tab]
When you look into my    eyes my love, tell me what you see.
Is it something you re not sure off is it something true and fine.
Or is it just another case of the right face at the wrong time.

[tab]      G                       D         C D
You couldn t have come at a better time    (3X)[/tab]

Bridge:
[tab]      Em	       D	      C		    D
Since we were first together, at the lakeside sky so blue.[/tab]
[tab]	 Em		 D
We were so good for each other[/tab]
[tab]C	       D	  C		     D
me and you and me and you and me and you and me and yoooooou[/tab]

You couldn t have come at a better time (3X)



Not if you tried oh no (2X)

You couldn t have come at a better time (3X)
[tab]						 G
Not if you tried oh no (2X) (break)  not if you tried.[/tab]


